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OUR VISION
INDIVIDUALS EVERYWHERE CONTRIBUTE TO
THRIVING COMMUNITIES, TOGETHER.

The Emergent Leaders Foundation provides the skills, resources and structures
for individuals, families and communities to let go of old frameworks and
find a path to live a consciously harmonic life.
Instead of feeling powerless, trapped in a victim state, causing
damage to individuals, families, communities and nature…
Our personal and spiritual development programs are
developed to empower humans to live a richer life.

A worldview shift towards an interconnected, harmonic network of cohabiting BEings is taking place. An interplay,
and at times fusing of, science and spirituality as seen by advances in quantum physics, neuroscience and
systems theory, coupled with the re-birth of the ancient shamanic, occult or pagan mysteries from the First
Nation peoples, the eastern traditions and the deep Western mysteries, all reflect this re-born understanding of
life.

THE PROBLEM: Over the last century, societal conditioning has focused on the mind to the exclusion of the heart
- thought over feeling. As a result, people find themselves trapped in victim consciousness and acting from their
psychological and emotional wounds. Domestic violence, suicide, bullying, depression, adverse mental health
conditions are all symptoms of an emotional, spiritual and mental paradigm of powerlessness.

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE SOLUTION: Providing individuals, families, communities and organisations the tools and strategies to let go of
old frameworks and find a path to live a consciously harmonic life. With the right support, individuals will move
from being trapped in a state of powerlessness to regaining control and being the best version of themselves.

Through a heart - mind approach and commitment to a harmonic future, the Emergent Leaders Foundation
helps individuals and families to reconnect and strengthen their foundation to build sustainable, harmonic,
thriving communities. Our personal and spiritual development programs are developed to empower humans to
live a richer life.

REGISTERED CHARITY
The Emergent Leaders Foundation
is a DGR 1 Status charity under
the authorisation of the
Department of Social Services for
our work in Harm Prevention

PROVEN APPROACH
The Emergent Leaders Foundation
has been running impactful
programs since 2010, transforming
the lives of people in Australia and
across the globe

EXPERIENCED TEAM
Led by passionate founders with
experience from battlefields to
boardrooms, trauma to triumph,
and with the support of incredible
qualified facilitators

SOCIETAL NEED
Guiding and empowering people
to find their path, and
be the best version of themselves
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THE PROBLEM:
A society of people trapped in victim consciousness and acting from their
psychological and emotional wounds.
Dominated by social pressures, reductionist, materialistic and separated worldviews, the current society
causes damage to individuals, families, communities and the natural world.

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

FEELING OF POWERLESSNESS

Domestic violence, suicide, bullying, depression, adverse mental health conditions are all symptoms of
an emotional, spiritual and mental paradigm of powerlessness.
As individuals, within families and within communities, many men, women and children struggle to feel
grounded, connected and be the best version of themselves. Lacking the skills, resources and structures to let
go of old frameworks, they often act from their psychological and emotional wounds, building a society that
enables the victim.

Depression
Anxiety

Lack of ownership
Distrust

Lack of control
Rigidity

Instability

Overwhelm
Inadequacy

Lack of
responsibility

Limiting beliefs

Lack of safety
Reactivity

Low self esteem

Anger

Insecurity

Helplessness

Lack of direction
Stress
Disempowerment

Judgement

Struggle

Low sense of purpose

Fear

Disconnection

Sadness

Pain

FEELING OF POWERLESSNESS
“The further a person deviates from source,
the more they will fight to have their freedom taken from them.
In others words, they will do whatever it takes, believe whatever is
necessary, to enable themselves to remain powerless.”
Erich Fromm | Escape From Freedom
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THE SOLUTION:
EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

CONSCIOUS HARMONIC SHIFT

EMPOWERED
HUMANS

CONSCIOUS
COMMUNITIES

Capable of creating
harmonic shift

In which humans are connected
and control their thoughts,
words and deeds

A HARMONIC
FUTURE
Where humans live
a richer life

The Emergent Leaders Foundation recognises that society has not evolved in a heart-centred way and that
most people, families and communities must experience a level of pain before they will consciously choose to
shift.
Our programs guide individuals trapped in a state of powerlessness to regain control and find a path to live
a consciously harmonic life.
We empower individuals, families and communities through personal and spiritual development so they
can be deeply connected, develop stronger relationships, have a sense of purpose, be true to themselves and
live a richer life.

“As the founders of the Emergent Leaders
Foundation, we envision a world where individuals
have the skills, resources and structures they need to
build, lead and collaborate for a strong, thriving
humanity.“
James and Kirsty Greenshields,
Founders of the Emergent Leaders Foundation
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With experience from battlefields to boardrooms, trauma to triumph, our efforts have been constructed on a
deep platform of enabling people as individuals and within groups, to grow personal responsibility.
Our solution is built on body, mind, emotion and spirit, to create consciously evolving communities that
are sustainable and contribute to a more harmonic future.

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

OUR SOLUTION

HARMONIC FUTURE
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GUIDING INDIVIDUALS TO FIND A PATH TO LIVE A
CONSCIOUSLY HARMONIC LIFE

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

OUR MISSION

We believe that all problems on the globe can be solved at a community
level within a global context.
Through our heart-centred approach and commitment to a harmonic future,
we help iindividuals, families and organisations to reconnect and strengthen their foundation
to build sustainable, harmonic, thriving communities, everywhere.
The Emergent Leaders Foundation exists to create consciously evolving communities.

In conﬁdence
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5 CORE VALUES UNDERPINNING THE
PRINCIPLES OF OUR PHILOSOPHY

WE LEAD
THE WAY

WE ARE
CONSCIOUSLY
EVOLVING

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

OUR PHILOSOPHY

WE ARE
HARMONICALLY
FOCUSED

WE ARE DEEPLY
CONNECTED

WE ARE
RESPONSIBLE
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Creating consciously evolving communities

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

OUR APPROACH

A harmonic future
where humans live a richer life

Conscious communities
in which humans are connected and
control their thoughts, words and deeds

Empowered
humans capable of
creating harmonic shift

Providing the skills, resources and structures for individuals and
families to let go of old frameworks and find a path to live a
consciously harmonic life
Our approach is grounded in real life experience, psychology, ancient wisdom, social and scientific
studies. From battlefields to boardrooms, trauma to triumph, the Emergent Leaders Foundation’s
approach has been built on a deep and connected platform of enabling people to grow personal
responsibility, as individuals and within groups.
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ABOUT
EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

THE EMERGENT LEADERS FOUNDATION

EMERGENT LEADERS

The Emergent Leaders Foundation is a charitable organisation that contributes to growing thriving
communities by guiding individuals trapped in a state of powerlessness to regain control and find a path to live
a consciously harmonic life.
The Emergent Leaders Foundation empowers individuals, families and communities through personal and
spiritual development facilitation providing the skills, resources and structures to let go of old frameworks so they
can be deeply connected, develop stronger relationships, have a sense of purpose, be true to themselves and
live a richer life.
The organisation’s philosophy is built on body, mind, emotion and spirit, to create consciously
evolving communities that are sustainable and contribute to a more harmonic future.
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KIRSTY AND JAMES GREENSHIELDS
Founders and Lead Facilitators
Since 2010, Kirsty and James have worked with a
broad range of people and organisations including
government departments, construction firms, St
John’s Ambulance, Queensland Rugby League
and the Men of League, a variety of schools both
primary and secondary and been asked to present
at many seminars, forum and conferences around
the country and globally. Their programs have
helped 100’s of men. women. children, families,
schools and organisations to consciously and
capably create the harmonic shift in their daily lives.

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

OUR TEAM

ABOUT KIRSTY
As the Lead Facilitator for Women’s Wellbeing at
Emergent Leaders Foundation, Kirsty is a great
example of the power of finding our own authentic
voice to inspire and lead others.
A naturally positive person, she redesigned her
life, and since she left the army in 2002, Kirsty
has assisted 100’s of people to heal physically,
emotionally and spiritually.

ABOUT JAMES
As the Lead Facilitator for Men’s Wellbeing at
Emergent Leaders Foundation, James is
intensely passionate about assisting others reach
their highest potential.
His experience with Post Traumatic Stress, after
serving in Iraq, set him on a path to learn all he
could about healing the ‘causal issues’.

TO LEAR MORE ABOUT THE INPIRING JOURNEY OF OUR FOUNDERS, PLEASE VISIT
WWW.EMERGENTLEADERSFOUNDATION.ORG
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The Emergent Leaders Foundation is a movement of likeminded, conscious people making a difference in their
worlds.

David Gaffy
Director and Legend

Rhonda Ransford
Philanthropist
Administrative Support

The Fea Family
Biodynamic Property
Custodians
Facilitators
Administrative Support

Andrew Swallow
Leadership
Expert Facilitator
Ex-Captain of The
North Melbourne AFL
Club

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

OUR TEAM

Tony Sambell
Facilitator
Founder of Third Spaces

Ally And James Clements
Facilitators
Newcastle Trades
Person Mentoring
Program Leads

Annabel
Meyer
Facilitator
Energy Healer
Epic Mum

To learn more about the inspiring stories
behind each of our team members, please
visit
www.emergentleadersfoundation.org/about
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The Emergent Leaders Foundation is a DGR 1 Status charity under the authorisation of the Department
of Social Services for our work in Harm Prevention.
Since 2010, we have worked with a broad range of people and organisations including government departments,
construction firms, St John’s Ambulance, Australian Defence Force, Queensland Rugby League and the Men of
League, a variety of schools both primary and secondary; and our founders Kirsty and James have been asked to
present at many seminars, forum and conferences around the country and globally. Our programs have helped 100’s of
men, women, children, families, schools and organisations to consciously and capably create an harmonic shift in their
daily lives.

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

OUR IMPACT

In 2016, The Emergent Leaders Foundation became the business structure it is today. It encompasses the work
that began in 2010, upon a vision of assisting young people, families and communities to live a more harmonic life.

MEET BEN
The man not the dog. 12 months ago: a unit of a man, yet wore a mask to shield
his hollowness. Exceptionally intelligent, yet overwhelmed by self doubt that flowed
into inaction.
Now, he’s still a unit of a man and is the co-founder and chief organiser of the
annual Southern Men’s Gathering in Adelaide. He’s making a huge difference in the
lives of men of all ages just by BEing himself.

MEET JAMES
When we met James he was loving life, but actually not loving life at all. He was in
an awesome job that he didn’t really want to be in, and because of indiscretions
didn’t have the confidence in himself around women.
Within 12 months James married the lady of his dreams, who became his business
partner in his own electrical business called ‘Connect’. James and Ally are the lead
facilitators in the Newcastle Trades Person Mentoring Program which is changing the
culture of the construction industry in Newcastle.
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TESTIMONIALS

Just wanted to send
you heartfelt gratitude.
It was very uplifting to
see my daughter
return home and for
me to embrace the longest hug
I’ve ever received yesterday!
So grateful for all the transmissions
you provide for humanity and the
amazing work you do and all
you are. We love and
appreciate
you very much!
- Sarah, Mother

I'm applying all the skills
I've learned efficiently
and without hesitation. I
feel like I have a deep
understand of myself
and my desired future,
which makes setting my
priorities much easier,
and working hard much
more rewarding.
Because of all you've taught me,
my life has drastically changed for
the better.
- Hugo, Participant

Had so much to say to you
both after the weekend, but
did not want to bombard you
with my thoughts… But, in
summary, thank-you. I truly
admire your work and believe it
is essential for the good of all humanity
for each of us to make a conscious
effort towards
the personal development
that you facilitate.

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

OUR IMPACT

To watch the difference
in them after they
completed the course,
how they came back to
the school, and
interrelated into the
playground, dealings in the
school particularly with
younger children has been
nothing short of amazing.
- River, Teacher

- Kylie, Mother

OUR SUPPORTERS
All our work is done with the support of incredible organisations that are aligned with our vision and core
values.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP

Please consider the sponsorship packages offered by our fundraising ambassadors.
If you would like to speak further with our founders please contact:

EMERGENT LEADES
FOUNDATION

CHARITY TV GLOBAL FUNDRAISING PROJECT

James Greenshields, Founder
E. james@emergentleadersfoundation.org
P. 0424 857 335
Kirsty Greenshields, Founder
E. kirsty@emergentleadersfoundation.org
P. Phone: 0424 850 469

WWW.EMERGENTLEADERSFOUNDATION.ORG
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